8:30am - 10:00am Keynote: Laura Anthony, Ph.D.

10:30am-11:45am Breakout Session 1

- The Importance of Focusing on the Gifts of Our Students Who are Twice Exceptional Rather Than the Challenges - Jessica Howard, Lisa Weiss (panel)
- All in the Family: Helping Find Your Voice and Happiness in the World of ASD – Vince Sleep, Ginger Sleep
- Autism and Skilled Trades Education by TACT – Danny Combs, Becky Mershon
- Communication: A Vital Tool for Building Student Success: - Ashley Meyer, Meggin Funk
- Social Skills: The Parent Connection 24:7 – Brandi Timmons
- Challenges and Resources for Individuals with ASD Before and After Transitioning to College – James Graham, Becky Ingalsbe
- Squashing Worries & Facing Fears: A School-based Effort to Help Children with Autism Overcome Anxiety - Caitlin Walsh, Lisa Hayutin
- Lots of Looking: Autism and Joint Attention – Teri McGill
- Autism in Women and Girls: It Looks Different – Laura Anderson

1:30pm-2:45pm Breakout Session 2

- Integrating Behavior Analytic Practice within Mental Health Treatment Settings – Julia Barnes, Pat Romani
- Introduction to Project ImPACT: An Evidence-Based Parent Mediated Intervention for Young Children with ASD–Katherine Pickard
- Organizational and Instructional Strategies for Secondary Students - Mary Lizakowski
- The Rhythm within – Living to the Beat of Your Own Drum! – Jonah Berger, Megan Hoffey
- Helping Children with ASD Sleep – Karen Landmeier
- Comprehensive Program Planning Using Ziggurat Model and CAPS for Students with ASD – Jamie Lewis
- Visual Supports – For the Special Needs Classroom and Beyond – Laura Keathley, Sara Mair, Shari Kerr
- Navigating Communication (Verbal Behavior): The Overlap in Communication and Behavior – Jodi LeGray, Kelly Tousley

3:00pm-4:15pm Breakout Session 3

- Flipping the roles: a panel of students prepared to help teachers – Rachel Bedard (panel)
- The Building Blocks of Brain Development-What Educators Should Know – Heather Hotchkiss, Nicole Crawford
- Autism and Skilled Trades Education by TACT – Danny Combs, Becky Mershon
- Teaching Play to Young Children with ASD – Teri McGill
- Challenges and Resources for Individuals with ASD Before and After Transitioning to College – James Graham, Becky Ingalsbe
- Identifying and Addressing Co-Occurring Mental Health Issues in Students with ASD - Nicole Pearson, Kristen Kaiser
- Brain+Music=Love – Max Miller

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER FOR ASD CONFERENCE
Professionals: $175, Self-Advocates/Family Members: $75, Full-Time Students: $75